ABSTRACT

Validity and reliability forehand SMASH TEST INSTRUMENTS OF JAMES POOLE
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This study discusses the validity test test instrument forehand smash from James Poole. This study aims to determine the level of significance of the test instrument validity and reliability of James Poole forehand smash against extracurricular student SDN Kebon Gedang Bandung. To determine the level of significance, so in this study used a descriptive correlational method for comparison forehand smash test instrument to clear the test sample of students in extracurricular 27 people and use the instrument in the form of a test of skill. Based on the results of data analysis processing, obtained a very high degree of validity of the correlation coefficient of 0.969 and a significance level of 0.01, the forehand smash test instruments from James Poole with a forehand smash results of correlation of 0.962 and 0.01 significance level there is a positive result and the level of significance 19.70 Based on these results, the authors suggest that the test forehand smash from James Poole needs to be given to the athlete, because the test forehand smash from James Poole has a very high level of validity and test instruments from James Poole forehand smash it can be used as assay. And affect the outcome of the smash punch, so it can have a positive impact on the athlete's performance
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